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Measurement of the phase shift upon reflection from photonic crystals
Emanuel Istratea! and Edward H. Sargent
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Toronto, 10 King’s College Road,
Toronto, Ontario M5S 3G4, Canada

sReceived 10 August 2004; accepted 3 March 2005; published online 7 April 2005d

The phase dependence of light reflected from colloidal photonic crystals is measured using a large
resonant cavity and self-assembled colloidal photonic crystals. We measure the expected phase shift
upon reflection from the photonic crystal, which varies from 0 to 180 deg across the photonic
crystal stop band. These measurements are then fed directly into the design of photonic crystal
cavities. We obtain a measure for the precision needed in the fabrication of photonic crystal resonant
cavities. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1905812g
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The reflection and transmission characteristics of ph
nic crystals are among their most important properties
practical devices, such as waveguides and optical fi
They have been measured thoroughly in many types of
tonic crystals, both two and three dimensional. At opt
frequencies, however, most measurements have focus
the intensity of transmission and reflection.1,2 This can be
used to obtain the amplitude of the reflection and trans
sion coefficients.

Photonic crystals are used as reflectors in a varie
devices, such as waveguides or resonant cavities. The r
tion properties are especially important in cavity resona
where improvements in the crystal configuration near
cavity have produced quality factors of several tens
thousands.3,4 Low-loss waveguides have also be
demonstrated.5 While the amplitude of reflection and the s
tial frequencies in the cavity determine the loss of po
from the resonator and the quality factor, the phase ch
upon reflection will determine the resonant frequencies.6 Re-
flection from a photonic crystal stop band produces a p
change between 0° and 180°. Its exact value needs
known in order to design suitable microcavities and to
derstand the resonances which are observed. Resonant
in cavities have been described approximately based o
vice symmetry.7 Knowledge of the reflection phase wou
make this method exact. In this letter we report meas
ments of the phase of reflected waves from a phot
crystal.

At microwave frequencies both the reflection amplit
and phase have been measured.8 The phase evolution of ligh
inside periodic structures has been measured using a ta
fiber to extract the evanescent fields above the struc9

This provides information on the phase velocity of ligh
the crystal. The standing waves observed in front of the c
tal can be used to extract the reflection phase. This ca
done, however, only with crystals in special slab wavegu
that have a large evanescent tail in air, and requires a
plex setup. Furthermore, since the phase is extracted
the standing-wave intensity patterns, the sign of the p
shift is lost.

Light reflected from a dielectric interface below the cr
cal angle is either in phase or 180 deg out of phase with
incident wave, giving us a real reflection coefficient. A
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result, Fabry–Pérot cavities made with such interfaces a
flectors have a length equal to an integer number of
wavelengths at resonance. On the other hand, total in
reflection from a dielectric interface produces a complex
flection coefficient. The reflection phase can take any v
This is the reason why the width of the core of a slab w
guide is not equal to an integer number of transverse w
lengths. Light reflected by a photonic crystal stop band
ceives a phase shift, similar to that from total inte
reflection, which affects the required width of photonic c
tal waveguide cores or resonant cavities in the same w

Photonic crystals exhibit various forms of disorder
deviations from perfect periodicity,10–12 which can chang
their optical properties. For this reason it is important to h
as direct as possible a measure of the phase upon refl
for use in device design.

In order to measure the reflection phase, we empl
very wide Fabry–Pérot cavity, using the photonic crysta
one of the reflectors. We use colloidal self-assembled p
styrene opals grown by convective assembly from a w
solution.13 The sphere diameter is 450 nm and their inde
refraction is 1.6, giving us a stop band in thes111d direction
at approximately 1100 nm. We use a gold reflector on
other side of the cavity, to obtain a high reflection, simila
magnitude to that of the photonic crystal. The structure o
sample is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is made of glass,
a length,L, of 155mm. The photonic crystal is approx
mately 30 layers thick, and we use 30 nm of gold.

The phase change during reflection can be interpret
a penetration into the crystal, which affects the resonan
quencies of the cavity. We compare these frequencies

l:
FIG. 1. Resonant cavity used to measure the reflection phase. The refl
phase can be interpreted as a penetration into the crystal, resultin

change in the resonance wavelengths. Lower part is used as a reference.
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those from an area of the sample without the photonic c
tal, shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. Our wide cavity p
duces 35 resonant transmittance peaks in the stop band
allows us to obtain a very detailed measurement of the p
throughout the stop band. In Fig. 2 we show the trans
tance spectrum of the resonator, as well as the reflectan
the photonic crystal.

Figure 3 compares the peaks of the resonator with
gold and one photonic crystal reflector with those of a r
nator with gold reflectors on both sides. The two plots co
wavelengths near the two edges of the stop band, and
that the reflection phase from the photonic crystal is the s
as from gold at the long-wavelength edge of the stop b
but is 180 deg out of phase at the other edge. Througho
stop band the phase changes smoothly. In other word
reflection at the long-wavelength stop band edge is simil
that from a perfect electric conductor, while at the other b
edge it behaves like that from a perfect magnetic condu

To calculate the phase change from the measured
nances we extend the usual relation for the resonant pea
the Fabry–Pérot interferometer to include the phase ch
as follows:

FIG. 2. Transmittance of the photonic crystal resonator. The fast oscilla
are due to the wide resonant cavity. The reflectance of a single ph
crystal is also shown.

FIG. 3. Comparison of resonant peaks for cavities with and without a
tonic crystal reflector. At the lower stop band edge the reflection from
photonic crystal is out of phase with that from the gold reflector. At the o

edge they are in phase.
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L + f = 2mp, s1d

wheref is the phase change at one of the interfaces,n is the
index of refraction of the cavity,l is the vacuum waveleng
andm is an integer. From this we obtain

f = Df
4pnL

c
, s2d

whereDf is the difference in resonant frequency between
sample with and without the photonic crystal andc is the
speed of light.nL can be calculated from the distance
tween transmission peaks of the resonator.

Figure 4 shows the measured phase change for ou
loidal photonic crystals, along with the intensity reflect
spectrum of a single photonic crystal, which shows the p
tion of the stopband. There is a difference of 180° betw
the reflection phases on the two sides of the stop ban
described previously. The plot also shows that the p
change varies smoothly across the stopband, taking the
of 90° near the center of the stop band. In Fig. 4 we also
the result expected from a theoretical analysis, done b
forcing the electromagnetic boundary conditions betw
plane waves in glass and the decaying stopband modes
photonic crystal.6 Good agreement is obtained with our m
surements.

Outside the stop band reflection properties are simil
those of a homogeneous dielectric. No phase change
pected. Measurements in these regions are more dif
since light can traverse the photonic crystal. Some light
be reflected at the crystal-air interface and will interfere
the light reflected from the glass-crystal interface.

In order to verify that the measured phase chang
indeed due to the photonic crystal, and not simply the
reflector, we have compared the Fabry–Pérot resonanc
a glass cavity with a gold film on one side and air on
other with a resonator of the same size with air on both s
The difference in the resonance positions stayed the
throughout the wavelength range investigated here, sho
that the change in phase response presented here is on
to the photonic crystal.

The exact knowledge of the reflection phase enable

c
FIG. 4. Phase changesmeasurement and theoryd for reflection from a pho
tonic crystal, showing the change from zero to 180 deg across the stop
Single crystal reflectance also shown for reference.
to design small-volume resonant cavities, where a small
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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change in reflection phase shift has a large impact on
resonant frequency. Using the data from Fig. 4 we calc
the cavity sizes needed for a given resonance wavelengt
cavities sizes around a quarter wavelength. The result
shown in Fig. 5, for a cavity with refractive index of 1.5. F
a resonance at the center of the stop band we see th
required cavity is slightly smaller than the familiar qua
wavelength employed in phase-shifted distributed feed
lasers,14 since the phase shift at the centre of the stopba
larger than 90°. This can be explained as follows, usin
one-dimensional dielectric stack. In an ideal quarter-w
stack, which has equal optical path lengths in each mat
the reflection phase at the centre of the stopband is
When the optical path lengths in the two materials of
dielectric stack are not equal, the reflection spectrum
comes asymmetric. The reflection phase changes
quickly near one band edge than near the other one an

FIG. 5. Cavity size needed to meet a specified wavelength requiremen
design is implemented using the phase measurement from Fig. 4
cavity refractive index of 1.5.
phase at the center of the stop band moves slightly awa
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from 90°. Our colloidal crystals have a filling fraction
74% and behave like a dielectric stack with thick high-in
layers separated by thin air layers.

We can now obtain a value for the fabrication toleran
needed for a certain precision in the resonance. We fit a
with slope of 4.7 nm/nm to the curve in Fig. 5. From this
find that, in order to obtain a resonance with a freque
precision of 2%, which is a typical precision for the posit
of the photonic crystal stop bands, the cavity must be f
cated with a precision in its size of 4.732% =9%, or abou
20 nm.

In summary, we have measured the phase shift exhi
by light upon reflection from a photonic crystal. By usin
very large cavity, the measurements could be done ove
entire photonic crystal stop band in a single scan. We fin
phase shift to vary between zero and 180° across the
band. The phase shift has a very large effect on the res
frequencies of photonic crystal defects.
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